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I. Introduction 
Vehicle detection and tracking are one of the important stages in Intelligent Traffic Surveillance 
System (ITSS). The system has purposes to give reliable traffic information for traffic management 
and control. In order to give reliable traffic information, the system should be robust to problems, 
which found in real traffic situation such as occlusion, variety of vehicle types, and variety viewpoints 
of traffic surveillance camera. Occlusion is commonly caused by traffic congestion. This condition 
becomes challenge in vehicle detection because the vehicle is partially covered with another vehicle 
or another object on the road which makes only part of vehicle is visible from the video camera [1][2]. 
This condition commonly occurs in the front or rear viewpoint of traffic surveillance camera.  
The other problems come from a large variety of vehicles with cluttered environment, various 
illumination, and driving behavior [3]. Modern vehicle has many types and each of them has different 
color, size, and shape. Even appearance of a vehicle looks different if viewed from various viewpoints 
of traffic surveillance camera resulting in many possibilities of vehicle orientation i.e. oncoming, 
preceding, or side view [4]. Not only vehicle orientation, the configuration of traffic surveillance 
camera also greatly affects the lighting condition and output quality of traffic image or video [5]. This 
problem might be handled by installing traffic video cameras in a fixed position to give the fixed 
orientation of viewpoint. However, in most countries, many traffic surveillance cameras that already 
installed on the road are not configured for intelligent traffic surveillance purposes. Rather than fix 
the position of traffic surveillance camera, which might be costly, the system itself should adapt to the 
current situation. 
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Vehicle has several types and each of them has different color, size, 
and shape. The appearance of vehicle also changes if viewed from 
different viewpoint of traffic surveillance camera. This situation can 
create many possibilities of vehicle poses. However, the one in 
common, vehicle pose usually follows road direction. Therefore, this 
research proposes a method to estimate the pose of vehicle for vehicle 
detection and tracking based on road direction. Vehicle training data 
are generated from 3D vehicle models in four-pair orientation 
categories. Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG) and Linear-
Support Vector Machine (Linear-SVM) are used to build vehicle 
detectors from the data. Road area is extracted from traffic 
surveillance image to localize the detection area. The pose of vehicle 
which estimated based on road direction will be used to select a 
suitable vehicle detector for vehicle detection process. To obtain the 
final vehicle object, vehicle line checking method is applied to the 
vehicle detection result. Finally, vehicle tracking is performed to give 
label on each vehicle. The test conducted on various viewpoints of 
traffic surveillance camera shows that the method effectively detects 
and tracks vehicle by estimating the pose of vehicle. Performance 
evaluation of the proposed method shows 0.9170 of accuracy and 
0.9161 of balance accuracy (BAC). 
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Many methods of vehicle detection and tracking require pre-defined detection area and vehicle 
orientation [6]. It is usually done manually by selecting region of interest, which is road region or road 
lanes, and determines the vehicle orientation. The road region is useful to localize vehicle detection 
area. Vehicle orientation is used to determine the vehicle detectors used by the system. However, the 
manually predefined method is not efficient if there are many traffic surveillance cameras to be 
configured.  
In order to detect and to track vehicle in multi-view orientations, vehicle detection method can 
utilize vehicle models in various orientations [7][8] or using part-based vehicle models [9][10]. The 
first method usually employs real vehicle data in various orientations or 3D vehicle models to generate 
vehicle poses in multi orientations and builds vehicle detectors for each vehicle orientation. The 
vehicle detectors will be chosen according to the traffic video situation. Vehicle detection that uses 
part-based vehicle models are designed to be robust in occlusion situation which only part of the 
vehicle is visible in traffic video. 
Vehicle detection and tracking have been developed by many researches. Elkerdawi et al. proposed 
a real-time vehicle detection and tracking framework [6]. The vehicle was detected using Haar-like 
features and Adaboost cascade classifier. The detected vehicle was associated with a tracking method, 
namely Compressive Tracking (CT), to increase its detection accuracy and removed repetitive 
detection of the same vehicle over frames. The result showed robust performance under different 
illumination, heavy flow, and multiple target.  
Tian et al. proposed a method to detect and to track rear viewed vehicle based on multiple vehicle 
parts [11]. The parts such as license plate and rear lamps were extracted its color, texture, and region 
feature then treated as graph nodes to construct probabilities graph using Markov Random Field 
model. Loopy belief propagation was used in the vehicle detection process and Kalman filter was used 
in the vehicle tracking process. The method showed good result in partial occlusion, various lighting 
conditions, and achieved real time performance.  
Cao et al. in their research proposed a method to detect and to analyze vehicle on low attitude 
traffic video [12]. Video data were extracted using Light-Boost Pyramid Sampling Histogram of 
Oriented Gradients (LBPS-HOG), which was a variant of HOG. The features were classified using 
Support Vector Machine (SVM) then matching the color and spatial features of vehicle from frame to 
frame to track the vehicle. The experiment showed better result than other methods in the same dataset. 
Jazayeri et al. proposed vehicle detection and tracking based on vehicle movement [13]. They used 
Hidden Markov Model (HMM) to differentiate the vehicle with its background then performed 
probabilistic tracking. Corner features, horizontal line segment, and light intensities combined with 
vehicle behavior were used to track vehicle ID. The result showed good accuracy with 86.6% of true 
positive and 13.2% of false positive. 
Kovačić et al. proposed a method to detect and to track vehicle in multiple lanes on the road [14]. 
They used the background and foreground segmentation to detect moving vehicle. Every cluster from 
blob object was assumed as foreground then they were selected and grouped into vehicle or non-
vehicle category. Vehicle tracking was done using vehicle cluster analysis, such as grouping 
neighborhood pixel on foreground object and performing weighting based on cluster area, overlapping 
cluster area and distance between clusters. For real time detection and tracking, CPU and GPU were 
employed. The accuracy achieved in their research up to 95%. 
This research proposes a method to estimate the pose of vehicle for vehicle detection and tracking 
based on road direction. In summary, the contribution of this work is given as follows: 
a. The proposed method uses 3D vehicle models to represent vehicle orientation in various 
viewpoints of traffic surveillance camera. 
b. The vehicle detectors are generated from 3D vehicle models which grouped into four-pairs 
orientation of viewpoint to handle two-ways road and reduce the number of detectors. 
c. Road area is extracted on traffic surveillance image to localize the detection area and road 
direction is calculated to estimate the pose of vehicle. 
d. The result of vehicle pose estimation is used to select a suitable vehicle detector for vehicle 
detection process. 
e. The method uses Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG) and Linear-SVM (Linear-Support 
Vector Machine) in multi-scale detection window to perform vehicle detection. 
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f. The final vehicle object is obtained after applying vehicle line checking method on vehicle 
detection result. 
g. Finally, vehicle tracking is performed to label the vehicle. 
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II presents the proposed method. Section III 
presents the result and discussion. Finally, the conclusion of this work is described in Section IV. 
II. Methodology 
The general steps of vehicle pose estimation for vehicle detection and tracking based on road 
direction method is shown in Fig. 1. From Fig. 1, the proposed method begins with training vehicle 
detectors in four pair orientation categories then extracts the road area and estimates the pose of 
vehicle based on road direction. The pose of vehicle is used to select vehicle detector for vehicle 
detection process then obtains the final vehicle object by applying vehicle line checking method on 
vehicle detection result. Finally, perform vehicle tracking to label the vehicle. 
Fig. 1. The general steps of vehicle pose estimation for vehicle detection and tracking based on road direction 
method 
A. Dataset 
The training data consists of positive vehicle images which generated from 3D vehicle models and 
negative data which consist of non-vehicle objects as shown in Fig. 2a and Fig. 2b respectively. This 
research utilizes 3D vehicle models because of its effectiveness in modelling vehicle pose in any 
orientation [7][9]. From Fig. 2a, vehicle positive data consist of various types of vehicle models such 
as car, pickup, van, bus, and truck which generated in various orientations of viewpoint. From Fig. 
2b, the negative data are trees, sky, road, buildings, and road signs. The test data are traffic surveillance 
image and video in various orientations of viewpoint. 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
Fig. 2.  Vehicle training data (a) Positive training data (b) Negative training data 
B. Road Area Extraction 
Road can be extracted using road classifier on road features [15][16] or using statistic of road color 
information [17]. In this research, road color threshold and road texture information are used to extract 
the road pixels, then morphological operation is applied to enhance the result. The procedure to extract 
road pixel on traffic surveillance image is explained below. 
1. Traffic surveillance image is converted into CIE L*a*b* color space. 
2. Road pixel candidate is extracted on every channel of CIE L*a*b* color space using (1) for L* 
channel, (2) for a* channel, and (3) for b* channel. 
𝑟𝑜𝑎𝑑𝐿(𝑖, 𝑗) = {
 0.2 ≤ 𝐿(𝑖, 𝑗) ≤ 0.8,
𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒,
1
0
 
(1) 
𝑟𝑜𝑎𝑑𝑎(𝑖, 𝑗) = {
 0.48 ≤ 𝑎(𝑖, 𝑗) ≤ 0.53,
𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒,
1
0
 
(2) 
𝑟𝑜𝑎𝑑𝑏(𝑖, 𝑗) = {
 0.48 ≤ 𝑏(𝑖, 𝑗) ≤ 0.53,
𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒,
1
0
 
(3) 
3. Road pixel candidate is calculated using (4). 
𝑟𝑜𝑎𝑑 = 𝑟𝑜𝑎𝑑𝐿 ∙ 𝑟𝑜𝑎𝑑𝑎 ∙ 𝑟𝑜𝑎𝑑𝑏 (4) 
4. The homogeneity of road pixel candidate around its neighborhood is calculated to extract road 
texture information using (5) where 𝑝(𝑖, 𝑗) is the value on 𝑖, 𝑗 GLCM (Gray Level Co-Occurrence 
Matrix) coordinate [18]. 
∑
𝑝(𝑖, 𝑗)
1 + |𝑖 − 𝑗|
𝑖,𝑗
 
(5) 
5. The result of road pixel extraction is enhanced by applying morphological opening operation. 
6. Road area is selected on road contours that larger than area threshold. 
7. Finally, road shape is estimated by calculating convex hull using polygon approximation on road 
contours.    
Color threshold is applied on CIE L*a*b* color channel because from various types of road samples, 
the chromatics channels a* and b* have small range of variance while only the luminance channel L* 
has large variance. Road texture is important to differentiate similar color of non-road pixel. Road 
texture has high homogeneity value because of its uniform texture. 
C. Pose Estimation of Vehicle Based on Road Direction 
Pose of vehicle usually follows road direction. By calculating road direction, pose of vehicle can 
be estimated. Road direction is calculated from the existence of road lines, road lanes, and road shapes. 
The procedure to calculate road direction is explained below. 
1. Road edges are extracted from road area using Canny edge detector with only strong edges are 
preserved. 
2. The edges will be used to estimate road lines and road lanes using Hough transform.  
3. The angle of road lines and road lanes are grouped into four-pair orientations category, 
𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 = 1…4 using (6) in clockwise orientation as shown in Fig. 3a.  
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𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 =
{
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
60° ≤ 𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒 ≤ 120°,   3
240° ≤ 𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒 ≤ 300°, 3
340° ≤ 𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒 ≤ 20°,   1
160° ≤ 𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒 ≤ 200°, 1
120° < 𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒 < 160°, 4
300° < 𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒 < 340°, 4
20° < 𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒 < 60°,     2
200° < 𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒 < 240°, 2
 (6) 
4. The average angle of each orientation category (𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒(𝑖)) is calculated using (7) 
where 𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒 𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒(𝑗) is the 𝑗𝑡ℎ road line angle and 𝑁𝑖 is the number of line angles in the 𝑖
𝑡ℎ 
orientation. 
𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒(𝑖) =
∑ 𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒 𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒(𝑗)
𝑁𝑗
𝑗=1
𝑁𝑖
 (7) 
5. The estimated road direction angle (𝑟𝑜𝑎𝑑 𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒) is calculated using (8) where 𝑁 is the number of 
orientation category which have at least one member. 
𝑟𝑜𝑎𝑑 𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒 =
∑ 𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒(𝑖)𝑁𝑖=1
𝑁
 (8) 
6. If no road lines or road lanes found, the road direction angle is calculated by estimating the angle 
of minimum rectangle area from road shape. 
Road lines and road lanes are the key features to calculate road direction [19]. These features can 
be extracted using Canny edge detector and Hough transform. Any possibility of road direction is 
grouped into four pair orientation categories. The pairing of orientation has purposes to deal with two-
ways road.  
 In this research, the pose of vehicle is grouped into four pair orientations of viewpoint according 
to the road direction. The four orientations of viewpoint are front / back view, left / right side view, 
top right / bottom left view, and top left / bottom right view as shown in Fig. 3b. The pairing of 
viewpoint is proposed because the size, shape, and appearance of vehicle are similar in the same 
pairing orientation categories. Pose of vehicle in the same orientation category will be varied to cover 
every angle in the categories [20]. This grouping method can also significantly reduce the number of 
vehicle detectors. 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Fig. 3.  Pose estimation of vehicle (a) Four pair orientation categories to group the road line’s angles (b) Four 
pair orientation categories of vehicle pose. 
D. Vehicle Detection and Tracking 
 Vehicle can be differentiated from its background by extracting vehicle features and uses machine 
learning to classify the features. In this research, HOG is used as feature extraction method and SVM 
is used as classifier. The procedure of applying HOG descriptors on image is described below [21]: 
1. Gamma and color from input image are normalized. 
2. The gradient is calculated on normalized image. 
3. For color image, gradients are computed for each color channel then take the one with the largest 
norm as the pixel’s gradient vector. 
4. Image is divided into small spatial regions called cells.  
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5. Accumulating a local 1-D histogram of gradient directions or edge orientations over the pixel 
inside the cell.  
6. Orientation bins are evenly spaced over 0-180 degree (unsigned gradient) with 20 degrees for 
each space.  
7. The nine orientation bins are filled with the weighted magnitude for each orientation.  
8. The cells are organized into overlapping blocks. 
9. Perform contrast normalization on the overlapping blocks.  
10. HOG descriptors are obtained by collecting features on all blocks. 
SVM is a classifier that determined by separation called hyperplane. The decision function of SVM 
is calculated using (9) [22]. 
𝑠𝑔𝑛(𝑤𝑇𝜙(𝑥) + 𝑏) = 𝑠𝑔𝑛 (∑𝑦𝑖𝛼𝑖𝐾(𝑥𝑖 , 𝑥) + 𝑏
𝑙
𝑖=1
) (9) 
Where 𝑤 is the solution vector, 𝑥𝑖 is the input features, 𝐶 is the regularization parameter, 𝜙(𝑥) maps 
𝑥 into a higher-dimensional space, 𝑏 is bias, 𝑦𝑖 is the label, 𝛼𝑖 is a vector of weights, and 𝐾(𝑥𝑖, 𝑥) is 
the kernel function. The parameter 𝑦𝑖𝛼𝑖∀𝑖, 𝑏, label names, support vectors, and kernel parameter are 
saved as an output trained model of SVM. 
In this research, the vehicle detection process uses HOG and SVM which proven to produce good 
results in classifying vehicle [23][24][25]. The result of vehicle detection is a candidate vehicle. To 
ensure the detection, vehicle need to be checked its line features which exist in every pose of vehicle. 
Vehicle line features can be obtained from vehicle by applying Canny edge detector and estimating 
the line using Hough transform. After the final vehicle object is obtained, it needs to be labelled which 
useful to track individual vehicle and identify vehicle behavior. In this research, vehicle is tracked 
using optical flow [26]. The procedure to detect and to track vehicle is explained below: 
1. Vehicle synthetic data which generated by 3D vehicle models in various orientation are grouped 
into four pair orientations of viewpoint. 
2. The features of each vehicle orientation data are extracted using HOG and trained using Linear-
SVM with k-fold cross validation. The cross validation method is used to determine the best 
parameter of SVM. The result of training is vehicle detectors of each orientation category. 
3. The detection utilizes multi-scale window along with HOG and Linear-SVM to classify each 
window into candidate vehicle or background.  
4. The vehicle line features from candidate vehicle is extracted using Canny edge detector and Hough 
transform. Candidate vehicle must pass the vehicle line threshold to be considered as final vehicle 
object. 
5. Final vehicle object will be tracked using optical flow to give individual vehicle label. 
E. Performance Evaluation 
The evaluation procedure uses confusion matrix then calculates the accuracy, specificity, 
sensitivity, and precision using (10), (11), (12), and (13) respectively where TP is true positive, FP is 
false positive, TN is true negative, and FN is false negative. BAC (Balance Accuracy) which 
calculated using (14) is also used for evaluation because of the imbalance between positive and 
negative test data [27].  
𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 =
𝑇𝑃 + 𝑇𝑁
𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑃 + 𝑇𝑁 + 𝐹𝑁
 (10) 
𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 =
𝑇𝑁
(𝑇𝑁 + 𝐹𝑃)
 (11) 
𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦 =
𝑇𝑃
(𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁)
 (12) 
𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 =
𝑇𝑃
(𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑃)
 (13) 
𝐵𝐴𝐶 =
𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 + 𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦
2
 (14) 
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III. Result and Discussion 
The proposed method is built using C++ language with additional OpenCV library [28] and runs 
on notebook Intel Core i5, 8 GB of RAM, and NVidia GT540M 2GB. The training data consist of 
2500 positive images and 6000 negative images with size 128x64 for left / right orientation and 64x64 
for other orientation categories. Vehicle detectors are trained using Linear-SVM with 10-fold cross 
validation procedure. The performance of the proposed method is tested on 350 traffic surveillance 
images for vehicle detection and 4 traffic surveillance video for vehicle tracking in various road 
directions. 
A. Road Area Extraction Result 
Road area extraction is used to localize the detection area. The localization is important to remove 
non-road area, which likely do not contain vehicle object. The step by step results of road extraction 
are shown in Fig. 4. Fig. 4a shows a frame from traffic surveillance video. Fig. 4b shows the results 
of road pixel extraction by thresholding the road color and homogeneity feature. Fig. 4c shows the 
results of road shape estimation by applying morphological opening operation and calculates the 
convex hull of minimum area of rectangle from road contours. Fig. 4d shows the results of road 
detection on frame which marked by magenta color marker.   
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
 
(c) 
 
(d) 
Fig. 4.  The result of road area extraction (a) Road frame (b) Road pixel extraction result (c) Road shape 
estimation result (d) Road area extraction on frame (magenta color marker). 
As shown in Fig. 4c, the small blob area in Fig. 4b is removed because they are lower than area 
threshold which is 0.05 of image size. The road area is assumed large because the traffic surveillance 
camera will point to the road to cover wide view of traffic. In Fig. 4b, the road shape is well estimated 
by calculating the convex hull of polygon from road contours. However, sometimes the non-road area 
is also recognized as road area by the polygon's fitting process as shown in Fig. 5. In Fig. 5a, both of 
the sidewalks are recognized as road area and in Fig. 5b, the wall on the right side of the road is also 
recognized as road area. 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Fig. 5.  Non-road area which detected as road area (a) Both of the sidewalks are detected as road area (b) The 
wall on the right side of the road is detected as road area 
B. Vehicle Pose Estimation Result 
Pose of vehicle is estimated from road direction while the road direction is calculated by averaging 
the angles of road lines, road lanes, or road shape in the four bins of orientation categories. The result 
of vehicle pose estimation is shown in Fig. 6 by index number which represents the four orientation 
categories of vehicle pose which described in Fig. 3, magenta color marker which represents road 
area, and arrow marker with cyan color which represents road direction.  
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(a) 
 
(b) 
 
(c) 
 
(d) 
 
(e) 
 
(f) 
Fig. 6.  Result of vehicle’s pose and road direction estimation (a) Front / back view, (b) Left side / right side 
view, (c) Top left / bottom right view, (d) Top right / bottom left view, (e) Top left / bottom right view, 
and (f) Front / back view of vehicle’s pose. 
 From Fig. 6, Fig. 6a and Fig. 6f show the result of vehicle’s pose estimation as front / back 
orientation, Fig. 6b shows the result as left / right side orientation, Fig. 6c and Fig. 6e show the result 
as top left / bottom right orientation and Fig. 6d shows the result as top right / bottom left orientation. 
As shown in Fig. 6, the proposed method shows good result in calculating road direction and estimates 
the pose of vehicle.  
However, the method is only effective for straight road type and cannot handle complex road 
shapes such as intersection, roundabout, or winding road. Straight road type is preferable for 
Intelligent Traffic Surveillance System (ITSS) than the other road types, especially for vehicle 
counting and vehicle tracking because there is only one or two road direction. The method is also 
effective if road lines, road lanes, and road shape are found on the road image because the road 
direction and the pose estimation of vehicle are based on those road features. 
The result of vehicle pose estimation is used to determine the suitable vehicle detector in the 
detection process. To cover various poses of vehicle, a number of vehicle detectors or single vehicle 
detector with large variation of training data is needed. By using only one suitable vehicle detector in 
selected orientation category, the number of vehicle detectors used in the detection process can be 
reduced and the training data used in the training process can be minimized. 
C. Vehicle Detection Result 
The vehicle detection uses HOG and Linear-SVM with vehicle detector that selected according to 
the result of vehicle’s pose estimation. Multi-scale detection window with scale factor 1.02 and scale 
level 64 is used to handle a variation of vehicle size when they are near or far from the traffic 
surveillance camera. The detection threshold is 5 as a requirement for the detected area to be 
considered as vehicle object. Apart from the vehicle detection procedure, the vehicle object also must 
pass the vehicle line threshold in order to be considered as final vehicle object.  
The result of vehicle detection is shown in Fig. 7 by red rectangle marker. From Fig. 7, Fig. 7a and 
Fig. 7f show the result of vehicle detection in front / back orientation, Fig. 8b in left / right side 
orientation, Fig. 8c and Fig. 8e in top left / bottom right orientation, and Fig. 8d in the top right / 
bottom left orientation. As shown in Fig. 8, the proposed method can detect vehicles in various 
orientations by selecting a suitable vehicle detector that matches the pose of vehicle.  
Sometimes, the proposed method fails to detect vehicle because the vehicle is too near or too far 
from the traffic surveillance camera, the vehicle is partially covered with the other object, or the 
vehicle is not following road direction. Fig. 8 shows the failure detection cases in vehicle detection 
process. Fig. 8a shows the small vehicle at a distance which failed to be detected because the vehicle 
is too far from the camera. Still in Fig. 8a, the two black vehicle that overlap with each other is also 
failed to be detected because the vehicle is partially covered with each other. Fig. 8b shows the failure 
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detection of vehicle which parked on the top side of the road because it is too far from the camera and 
on the bottom side of the road because it not follows road direction.  
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
 
(c) 
 
(d) 
 
(e) 
 
(f) 
Fig. 7.  Vehicle detection result (red rectangle marker). (a) Front / back orientation. (b) Left / right 
orientation. (c) Top left / bottom right orientation. (d) Top right / bottom left orientation. (e) Top left / 
bottom right orientation. (f) Front / back orientation. 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Fig. 8.  Failure detection cases in vehicle detection process. (a) The case of vehicle which too near or too far 
from the camera and when partially covered by another object. (b) The case of vehicle that not follows 
road direction. 
D. Vehicle Tracking Result 
The vehicle tracking process uses optical flow to track the position of vehicle in the next frame 
and to label the same vehicle. The current position of the vehicle is translated into the next position 
by matching 20 features from the vehicle. This new translated position is compared with the detected 
vehicle on the next frame to identify whether it is the same vehicle that belongs to the previous 
detection or a new vehicle. Fig. 9 shows the result of vehicle tracking in traffic surveillance video.  
 
Fig. 9.  Vehicle tracking result on traffic video 
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From Fig. 9, the detected vehicle is marked with two rectangles which represents the current 
vehicle position and predicted position on the next frame, red arrow marker represents the direction 
and distance between the current vehicle position with the next position on the next frame, and colored 
rectangles which label the same vehicle with the same color. Fig. 9 shows that the tracking method 
can track vehicle until it leaves the frame and labels individual vehicle correctly. 
E. Performance Evaluation 
The performance of vehicle’s poses estimation for vehicle detection and tracking based on road 
direction method is evaluated using confusion matrix as shown in Table 1 and measured its accuracy, 
sensitivity, specificity, precision, and balance accuracy as shown in Table 2. In Table 1 and Table 2, 
the proposed method is accurate in detecting vehicle due to its high precision score, which is 0.9782. 
The high precision is mainly caused by the effectiveness of 3D vehicle models that can represent 
vehicle in any viewpoint and the pose estimation of vehicle that estimates the right pose of the vehicle 
and uses the right vehicle detector in the detection process.  
Despite of its effectiveness, 3D vehicle model is expensive and difficult to make. The number of 
3D vehicle model used in this research is 80 models. The limited number of 3D vehicle models used 
in the training process mainly causes the less hit rate shown by 0.8506 of sensitivity. However, the 
overall performance of the proposed method is good with 0.9170 of accuracy and 0.9161 of balance 
accuracy (BAC). BAC is also used for measurement because of imbalance between positive and 
negative test data. 
Table 1.  Confusion matrix of the proposed method 
 
Predicted Classification 
Vehicle Background 
Actual Classification 
Vehicle 809 18 
Background 142 960 
Table 2.  Performance evaluation of proposed method 
Accuracy Sensitivity Specificity Precision BAC 
0.9170 0.8506 0.9815 0.9782 0.9161 
The proposed method chooses one suitable vehicle detector from four vehicle detectors based on 
the result of vehicle’s pose estimation. This procedure has purposes to reduce the number of vehicle 
detector used in the detection process by choosing vehicle detector that matches the pose of vehicle. 
To measure its effectiveness, the proposed method is compared with the same vehicle detection 
method, but uses all vehicle detectors in its detection process. Table 3 and Table 4 show the confusion 
matrix and performance evaluation of vehicle detection that uses all vehicle detectors.  
Table 3.  Confusion matrix of vehicle detection using all vehicle detectors 
 
Predicted Classification 
Vehicle Background 
Actual Classification 
Vehicle 873 224 
Background 78 754 
Table 4.  Performance evaluation of vehicle detection using all vehicle detectors 
Accuracy Sensitivity Specificity Precision BAC 
0.8434 0.9179 0.7709 0.7958 0.8444 
From Table 2 and Table 4, the performance scores of proposed method that uses one suitable 
vehicle detector is higher than the method that uses all vehicle detectors. Although the sensitivity 
scores of vehicle detection method that used all vehicle detectors is higher, but many false positives 
are also generated by this method. The low specificity score mainly caused by many false positives 
(background that detected as vehicle) as shown in Table 3. High hit rate is good but the precision also 
should be considered especially for vehicle tracking. By using one suitable vehicle detector which 
matches the pose of vehicle, the proposed method can reduce the false positive (high specificity score) 
and increases the true positive (high precision score). 
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The result of vehicle detection by multi-scale detection will be checked by vehicle line checking 
method before it becomes final vehicle object. To measure the effectiveness of vehicle line checking, 
the performance of proposed method with and without vehicle line checking is compared. Table 5 and 
Table 6 show the confusion matrix and performance evaluation of proposed method without vehicle 
line checking respectively.  
As shown in Table 2 and Table 6, the performance of proposed method without vehicle line 
checking is lower than the one with vehicle line checking, especially the specificity value. As shown 
in Table 5, the number of background that detected as vehicle is high. As shown in Table 1, by 
checking the vehicle line after the detection process, the number of false positive is reduced and 
although the sensitivity slightly goes lower but the other performances is risen. 
Table 5.  Confusion matrix of proposed method without vehicle line checking  
 
Predicted Classification 
Vehicle Background 
Actual Classification 
Vehicle 821 196 
Background 130 782 
Table 6.  Performance evaluation of proposed method without vehicle line checking 
Accuracy Sensitivity Specificity Precision BAC 
0.8310 0.8633 0.7995 0.8072 0.8314 
IV. Conclusion 
This paper has discussed a method to estimate pose of vehicle for vehicle detection and tracking 
based on road direction. The proposed method has obtained good result in detecting and tracking 
vehicle by estimating pose of vehicle to determine the suitable vehicle detector used in the detection 
process. This research shows that vehicle training data can be represented effectively by using 3D 
vehicle models. Road area extraction is important to localize the detection area. Pose of vehicle can 
be estimated from road direction. HOG and SVM are good to be used for vehicle detection even with 
only a few number synthetic training data to build the detectors. The line features in every pose of 
vehicle is effective to reduce the false positive generated by vehicle detector. The proposed method 
also shows that by using one suitable vehicle detector that matches the pose of vehicle can perform 
better than firing all vehicle detectors.  
The further development of this method is expected to be able to detect all kind of vehicles not 
only four wheels but also two wheels’ vehicle on any viewpoint from traffic surveillance camera. The 
detection and tracking is not only effective for straight road type but also for roundabout, winding 
road, and intersection. The method is also expected to handle occlusion and to achieve better 
performance in vehicle detection. 
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